During Fall semester 2015, the Military Education Advisory Committee approved the appointment of First Lieutenant Jared Steffen as an Assistant Instructor of Aerospace Studies. The committee was updated on structure, activities, initiatives, successes, and challenges within the Departments of Military Science and Aerospace Studies. The committee discussed the interaction between the Uniform Code of Military Justice and Michigan State University, as it relates to the Memorandum of Understanding with law enforcement agencies undertaken to address Title IX complaints. The committee discussed challenges of the Minor in Defense Studies and Leadership program- suggestions to increase enrollment included increasing promotion and examination of the curriculum.

During Spring semester 2016, the Military Education Advisory Committee approved the appointments of Majors Kevin Scott and Robert Sullivan as Instructors of Military Science. The committee was updated on structure, activities, initiatives, successes, and challenges within the Departments of Military Science and Aerospace Studies. The committee supported the Healthy Campus Initiative to revitalize and improve Demonstration Hall Arena. The committee verbalized support for early morning Cadre and Cadet parking accommodation to facilitate Physical Training, in the areas surrounding Demonstration Hall.